The age structure of a fish population has important implications for recruitment processes and population fluctuations, and is key input to fisheries assessment models.
Introduction
workshops (13; 14) concluded with a recommendation of two different methods 87 resulting in reasonably accurate age estimates. The age estimates here were based on 88 the whole right otolith method (12; 14; 15). The right otolith is larger and more 89 consistently shows pattern attributable to annuli (12). The reader is not recorded, 90 thus there is a possibility of unknown reader biases in the data. 91 2.2 Image preprocessing 92 Before analysis, the images of pairs of otoliths were split, resulting in separate images 93 of the left and right otolith. The process was complicated by variation in the 94 placement of the otoliths, and the images were reviewed manually. The split thus 95 varied in horizontal position up to 350 pixels. In some cases, the otoliths overlapped 96 horizontally, and the images were allowed to overlap, resulting in images containing a 97 small fraction of the other otolith. This overlap was rarely more than 30 pixels. 98 Finally, images of individual otoliths were resized to a standard size of 400 by 400 99 pixels. Although this causes images to be stretched or shrunk, CNNs have shown to be 100 robust to random transformations (16; 17). The process is illustrated in Figure 3 . 104 We use a classifier model based on the Inception v3 (18) model. This is a state of the 105 art 48-layer architecture for image classification, and the successor to the network (19) 106 that won the 2014 ImageNet competition (20). There are several competing 107 architectures, and variations of ResNet (9) (ResNet50, ResNet101, and ResNet152), 108 Inception v4 (21), and DenseNet121 (22) were considered, but preliminary tests 109 showed small differences in results, with most preliminary performance of different 110 configurations varying less than 10%.
Convolutional neural network architecture

111
ImageNet classifies images of size 299x299 pixels into one of 1000 categories, and 112 some modifications to the network was necessary. The otolith images were scaled to 113 400x400 pixels, and the input layer was modified accordingly. In addition, the output 114 layer was changed from predicting classes to predicting age. Age is modeled as a regression problem, replacing the 1000-dimensional output vector with a single numeric output. The objective (or loss) function to be optimized was changed from 117 cross entropy to mean squared error (MSE) defined as
whereŷ t is the CNN prediction and y t is the read age, and n is the number of 119 predictions.
120
The retained layers were loaded with pre- 
Comparing accuracy to human experts 156
To compare the performance of the CNN model with that of human experts, we use 157 the same method that are used when evaluating the humans versus humans precision 158 (29). Since the actual age of the fish is unknown, the accuracy cannot be assessed and 159
the Coefficient of variation (CV) between readers is used. For a given otolith j, reader 160 i provides an age estimate X ij for otolith j, and the CV for that individual otolith j is 161
given as
where R is the number of individual readers and
To assess the 163 overall performance across the otoliths for the full data set, the average CV is used where J is the number of otoliths.
To evaluate the CNN model, we estimated the CV between the CNN and the 167 human reader. Since we only have one age estimate per otolith and since we do not 168 know the identity to the individual readers, we treated the human read otoliths as one 169 reader and the CNN as the other. This leads to R = 2 where i = 1 is the CNN and 170 i = 2 is the human reader.
171
Since the CNN is reading both images, we used two different definitions of the CNN read otoliths, i.e. the X 1j (c.f. Eq.
(1)). The first uses the average over an image pair,
whereas the other is using the right otolith only, i.e. X 1j = X From Figures 5, we see that the using both otoliths are used in an ensemble reduces prediction variance. There is also a clear tendency for the system to predict a 187 lower age for older individuals, compared to human readers. Note that the variance 188 between the predictions increases with the age of the otolith.
189
The CV s is a commonly used measure of precision between human readers. For
190
Greenland halibut, the CV between human experts has been reported to be 12% and 191 16.3% (12; 15). Using otolith pairs, we achieved a CV of 9.0%, while using the right 192 otolith resulted in an CV = 8.7 (Table 2 ). Figure 5 shows predictions for left and right 193 otoliths separately. it is an attest to their generality that they perform well on this rather different task.
201
Several different network architectures were tried, and most configurations were able 202 to produce good performance, which further supports this.
203
The preprocessing of the images was kept as simple as possible. Potentially 204 informative properties, such as size, proportion and orientation is lost through 205 rescaling and augmentation, but this did not notably affect the network's ability to 206 predict age. The classifier also appears to be robust to varying backgrounds.
207
Traditionally, preprocessing algorithms have also been used to improve enhance 208 features for the classifier. We have experimented with some preprocessing techniques, 209 e.g. we ran the images through a hill shading algorithm before training, but it did not 210 yield better results. This supports the conventional wisdom that deep networks are 211 able to identify informative features directly, and that efforts on developing 212 appropriate preprocessing techniques are likely to be unnecessary.
213
While we have not performed an extensive analysis of the cases where the network 214 fails to correctly predict age, but a cursory inspection revealed that image that the results could be improved if the process of taking the images can be standardized, with consistent equipment, range, lighting, and so on.
218
The cost function applied is not adjusted for an imbalanced data set, i.e., a bias in 219 prediction for more abundant year classes will be penalized more than for less common 220
ones. As there are relatively few otoliths from older fish, this can be one reason for the 221 apparent lower prediction accuracy for older otoliths. One way to mitigate this is by 222 implementing a cost function that weight classes so that each year class inflicts the 223 same cost (30). Such a scheme should be seen in context with actual use of the data, 224 e.g., associating higher penalties for misprediction where age determination is more 225 critical for the assessments.
226
Since the model is a supervised machine learning algorithm, the learning can only 227 be as good as the underlying precision and accuracy. Since the accuracy is unknown 228 (12), we treated the CNN as an individual reader and computed the same mean CV as 229 is used in human vs. human comparisons (c.f. Results). We achieved a mean CV (Eq. 230
2) of 9%, which to our surprise is lower than the reported mean CV between human 231 readers of 12-16.3% (12; 15). The images have been read by few readers, and it is 232 therefore possible that individual reader bias is captured by the CNN. When using 233 MSE as the metric, we also see that an ensemble prediction using both otoliths 234 perform better than using the right otolith only. This could indicate that the 235 recommended process for manual reading, which uses the right otolith only, is missing 236 valuable information.
237
A common criticism to CNN's is that we lack an understanding of the exact 238 features used in the process. During the training and testing of the CNN we set aside Due to size differences between the otoliths, the image must be split with a substantial offset from the middle. There is also a small horizontal overlap causing a fragment of the right otolith to remain in the left image. Resizing causes stretching of the images, which is particularly evident in the image of the left otolith. 
